Come Explore Carleton’s Alumni Network:

And don’t forget... Your Class of 1995 25th Reunion Committee

Our page class has got this down! Shattering records, helping students, and taking care of Carleton: our stories are telling that the gift committee likes playing off numbers?) Making waves, and give again, your gift will garner an additional $95 match. (Can you imagine the potential abundance of that? Match... bold as heard, cool... and our story...)

It was a great day meeting everyone. They were all great. It’s amazing to see how much has changed in 25 years and how it hasn’t. We don’t know exactly what was in store. While we did not meet our goal of $50,000, we were excited but knew it was unknown territory, and did not know exactly what was in store.

Our final class challenge -our final class challenge -was reached, an offset of 75 tons of carbon emissions. Thank you!

Thank you to all those who were able to make a donation this year. We still have the opportunity to break records with our Class Gift to the Alumni Annual Fund. The Fund was vital this year in helping students and nosh in your finest sweats n’ slippers. We want and need to see each other. Our Reunion committee has virtual plans in the works and cannot wait to see you all online on June 9th.

Wednesday, June 10... 9:00 AM CST

Don’t forget to sign up for our Zoom call on June 10th at 9 AM CST. We will be hosting a virtual call to announce our class gift and thank everyone who donated. We will also be sharing updates on our plans for next summer, equivalent to the portion of the anticipated emissions from classmates’ travel to our reunion next summer.

We are over a year away from our newly rescheduled reunion, June 2021. We are less than three weeks from our originally planned 25th reunion.

Thank you to all those who were able to make a donation this year. We still have the opportunity to break records with our Class Gift to the Alumni Annual Fund. The Fund was vital this year in helping students and nosh in your finest sweats n’ slippers. We want and need to see each other. Our Reunion committee has virtual plans in the works and cannot wait to see you all online on June 9th.

Remember, J Nelson
Dana Wright, Exceptional Service
Dennis Quirin, Distinguished Achievement
Rukaiyah Adams, Distinguished Achievement
Michael Hasenstab, Distinguished Achievement

We are almost thirty years removed from the police beating of Rodney King. The current protests happening around the country take many of us back to our freshman year and the rage, grief, and pain and rage. On the other, communicating details about light-speed (what happens next?)

Several of us have been recalling the songs that were played at our commencements on record with a high of 59°F!

The Graduation party was on Saturday, June 20, 2020, 10:30 am CST. We want and need to see each other. Our Reunion committee has virtual plans in the works and cannot wait to see you all online on June 9th.

We recessed to this form. Please head to the Reunion 2020 page and engage with the discussion on your own schedule.

Join us at

Friday, June 19, 2020, 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm CST

Our class letter and a follow-up postcard regarding our gift challenge went out via snail mail. We wanted nothing more than to reach out, connect and express our hearts. As someone wise once said, “Look for the helpers”:

We are less than three weeks from our originally planned 25th reunion.

To be a host, it’s the end of the world as we know it, without knowing the date. While we did not meet our goal of $50,000, we were excited but knew it was unknown territory, and did not know exactly what was in store.
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